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About me ...
Rebecca, is a dedicated designer, specialising in Costume, Design for 
Stage and Screen. She demonstrates a profound passion for costume 
design, character illustration, and puppetry. 

As she advances through her 
studies, Rebecca actively explores 
different facets of costume design 
and puppetry. 

She engages in networking with 
professionals, attends workshops, 
and seeks hands-on experience to 
enhance her skills.

Her skills extend across various disciplines, 
including sewing, sculpting, illustration, 
design and collaboration. 



Ozma of Oz 
o Rebecca chose the text “Ozma of Oz “ from the Oz 

series for her College Major Project.

o The garments are 1890s-inspired with fantasy 

elements. She chose to ground it in the 1890s as it 

would suit my chosen character to design for (The 

character was described as wearing ‘loungewear ‘ so 

she concluded that the concept of tea dresses would 

work )

o For the overall concept, was heavily inspired by the 

works of Brian Froud’s illustrations and films such as 

‘Crimson Peek’ and ‘The Dark Crystal’ 

Ozma of Oz – Major Project 



Ozma of Oz – Major Project 



Sketchbook work

Ozma of Oz – Major Project 



Princess Langwidere
Ozma Of Oz  

Ozma of Oz – Major Project 



Ozma of Oz – Major Project 



Ozma of Oz – Major Project 



Postcards from 
Morocco 

o For the  Minor project in college, we collaborated once 

again with RIAM for the Opera ‘Postcards from Morocco’.

o This opera is set in a non-descript train station in 1914, 

Postcard from Morocco follows the story of seven 

travellers who are characterized by their possessions: a lady 

with a hand mirror, a lady with a hat box, a lady with a cake 

box, a man with old luggage, a man with a shoe sample kit, 

and a man with a cornet case

o For the frame design for this project, given to Rebecca by 

the director, she followed a more absurdist/unusual element 

to the costumes 

Postcards from Morrocco-Opera 



                     

                 
                
                 
                  
          

              

          
           
             
       

         
             
          

          

            

Sketchbook 

Postcards from Morrocco-Opera 



Postcards from 
Morrocco 

Postcards from Morrocco-Opera 



Project Arts 
Centre 

Postcards from Morrocco-Opera 



The Sofa – Opera 

o This project was in collaboration with RIAM opera, 

it was a dual opera, the first being “The Sofa”

o “The Sofa" by Michael Nyman, is based on a short 

story by Oliver Sacks. The story is about a man who 

transforms into a sofa in the middle of a ballroom, 

and the reactions of the other guests at the ball as 

they witness this strange event.

o Rebecca designed for most characters and helped 

with sourcing. Her main priority was to design and 

construct the costume for the character " Monique" 

in the play.

The sofa – Opera 



Sketchbook 

The sofa – Opera 



Construction 

The sofa – Opera 



The sofa – Opera 

Samuel Beckett 
theatre  



Libretto of L'isola di 
Alcina-Opera 

o The second opera we collaborated with RIAM was 

‘Libretto of L'isola di Alcina-Opera ‘

o The opera is set on a mystical island owned by Alcina, a 

seductive but deadly witch who seduces every man who 

arrives there before turning him into rocks or wild animals 

when she gets weary of him.

o Rebecca designed for most characters and helped with 

sourcing. Her main priority was to design and conceptualize 

the costume for the character " Melissa" in the play.

Libretto of L'isola di Alcina-Opera



Skecthbook 
Libretto of L'isola di 

Alcina-Opera

Libretto of L'isola di Alcina-Opera



Libretto of L'isola di Alcina-Opera

Costume design 



Libretto of L'isola di Alcina-Opera

Samuel Beckett 
theatre  



Pushing Boundaries 
project -2023

Eternal Flame, by Peter Gentenaar

o For this experimental project, Rebecca the sculptural piece 

“Eternal Flame” by Peter Gentenaar as inspiration for the 

outfit.

o Rebecca’s process for the construction of this garment will 

include boning to add a 3D element to the dress and to 

convey a sense of sculpture to the outfit.

o Pleats and layered fabric to portray the lines through 

Gentenaar’s  art piece will also be incorporated into the 

outfit 

Pushing boundaries project- 2023



Sketchbook and toiles 

Pushing boundaries project- 2023



Pushing boundaries project- 2023



Victorian toile and 
undergarment 

o As part of a college project, Rebecca was tasked with 

constructing a period-accurate Victorian toile 

o Along with a Victorian-style corset and bustle 

Victorian toile and undergarment -2022



Victorian toile and undergarment -2022



Macnas – 2023
o In the legend of La Loba, a wild Wolf-Woman 

roams the world, collecting scattered bones of 

animals, humans, and demigods. Under the 

moon's glow, she weaves a mystical song, reviving 

the fading stories and becoming a guardian of lost 

tales.

o Rebecca had the privilege of returning to Macnas 

as a COLLIDE Artist collaborating with other 

artist to create wolf costumes for stilt walkers.

Macnas - 2023



Macnas - 2023

Macnas workshop



Macnas - 2023

Galway Parade 



Macnas – 2022
o Rebecca interned with Macnas, as part of the 

installation piece called Con Mor, Inspired by 

Irish folklore.

o Rebecca had the opportunity to make a bird-like 

sculpture out of a variety of  scrap fabrics and 

wood 

o They also had the opportunity to assist with the 

construction of the main installation piece ‘Con 

Mor’, made from twisted willow. 

Macnas- 2022



workshop

Macnas- 2022



Macnas- 2022

Installation- Galway 



An Lar – stage 
o Set in Irish purgatory, AN LAR follows Dorcas as 

she endeavours to clear her name for a crime 

committed hundreds of years ago. Her efforts are 

interrupted by newly dead and in denial Solas. 

o The unlikely pair battle mythological creatures and 

the clashing of old and new Ireland as they journey 

upstream together in search of absolution.

o Rebecca designed the puppet " Púca", inspired by 

Irish mythology. The Puppet was made with a 

mixture of calico and natural linen fabrics, 

decorated with a variety of  jewels and stones 

o Rebecca assisted with costume and stage decoration.

An Lar - Stage



An Lar - Stage

Glass Mask Theatre 



Changling fairy –
Christmas’ll ruin me 

o A unique piece for Evanne Kilgallon and David 

Keenan for their music video "Christmas'll ruin me “

o The inspiration behind the creation stemmed from 

changelings in Irish folklore, adding a touch of 

mythology to the artistic endeavour. 

o The resulting piece carries the essence of both 

creativity in the sculpt with elements of cultural 

inspiration. 

o Rebecca also took inspiration from more natural 

fabrics for the clothing of the changling fairy 

Changling fairy – Christmas’ll ruin me – music video 



Construction  
photos 

Changling fairy – Christmas’ll ruin me – music video 



Changling fairy – Christmas’ll ruin me – music video 



Marat Sade - 2022

o The drama, which takes place in 1808, is about a 

performance by inmates of the institution where the 

Marquis de Sade was held captive from 1801 and 

1814. De Sade leads his fellow prisoners in a 

theatrical recreation of Jean-Paul Marat's 1793 

assassination at the warden's request.

o Designing the inmate's outfit by staining the calico 

with coffee and using Starch to mould faces into the 

fabric, to give the impression that the actor had a 

conjoined twin under her clothing

o To go along with the inmate outfit a puppet  was 

designed for the inmate, It will  be created after 

Jean-Paul Marat

Changling fairy – Christmas’ll ruin me – music video 



Puppet 



Patient costume  



Thanks!
Do you have any questions?

Rebeccahelena@outlook.ie
087 334 1092

RebeccaHelena_Designs
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